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Private Pet Portrait Consultation

PORTRAIT SITTING FEE

THREE IMAGE CANVAS
£99

Monday to Friday

£199

Premium Weekend

We’ll take stunning pet portraits in front of a grey backdrop
in our home studio in Chorlton, Manchester or we’ll bring
our pop-up studio to you if you live within 40 miles of M21
0SB. This means you’ll get superb portraits of your pet(s) in a
familiar, comfortable environment. We can also shoot outside
which is perfect for dogs that are happy off the lead and out
in the fresh air. The photo shoot lasts as long as it takes but
wherever we shoot your pet(s) well being and happiness is
always my top priority.
Typical shoot time for one or two pets lasts about 90
minutes. After the session, you will be emailed your favourite
watermarked images so you can view them at your leisure.

DIGITAL IMAGES
One digital image from the photo shoot

£179

All your favourite digital images from the photo shoot

£379

High-resolution digital image files as a download or a USB
memory card. This is superb value as it gives you maximum
flexibility of all your favourite images at a great price. You
could create your own prints, frames or canvases, upload your
pet to social media or even turn them into a cushion!

STRETCHED CANVAS
Each canvas is a superb quality bespoke piece of art designed
to make your pet look even more spectacular than they
already are. A fabulous grey border is added to each image to
give it the appearance of being framed, along with your pet’s
name and the date it was taken.
16"x20" (508mmx406mm) canvas featuring 1 image

£179

30"x24" (762mmx610mm) canvas featuring 1 image

£299

CONTACT
Call 07956 505186 or drop me an email:
info@robertashtonphotography.co.uk
robertashtonphotography.co.uk

Make your pet look like a superstar with a beautiful stretched
canvas featuring your favourite three images. Each image
is expertly cropped and positioned to deliver a stunning
celebration of your pet’s character. The images can be
arranged either in portrait or landscape format and the size
quoted is for landscape with the final size being dependant
on your image selection.
42" x 12" (1066mmx305mm) canvas featuring three images £399

FRAMED IMAGE
Our frames are a modern take on a traditional framed
photograph. They feature a stunning window mounted fine
art digital print, in an unfussy black or white frame finish to
ensure the end result is all about your fabulous pet(s).
20"x16" (508mmx406mm) frame with fine art print

£219

24"x20" (610mmx508mm) frame with fine art print

£299

THREE IMAGE FRAME
Celebrate your pet’s unique character with this modern frame
showcasing your favourite three images. It features three
fine art digital prints arranged in either portrait or landscape
format. Available in black or white frame finish, the size
quoted is for landscape and the final size depends on the
images you choose.
42"x14" (106mmx255mm) frame featuring three images £429

MORE INFORMATION
The sitting fee covers my time, experience and most
importantly my expertise, it does not, however, give
you a finished physical product.
Frame and canvas samples can be viewed on the
website and also at the photo shoot.
All orders are subject to a delivery charge unless you
opt to collect them in person.
Please do not hesitate to ask if you would like to
discuss a pet portrait shoot in more detail.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frame and Printing technical specification
Each image is printed digitally onto beautiful fine art paper using high quality archival Canon inks. The image is then carefully
dry mounted using archival mount board and then the whole thing is lovingly surrounded by a 32mm square profile moulding to
create a stunning framed image of your beloved pet.
Canvas technical specification
All our canvases are created by a fabulous family framing business in Sale, Cheshire. Each canvas is hand-stretched onto a
bespoke quality solid redwood frame and printed using quality Cannon inks so colours stay rich and bright for a lifetime.
High-resolution digital images
High-resolution digital JPEG images are available either as a download, disc or USB memory stick depending on which option you
prefer. You’ll receive all the viable images from your pet’s session, offering maximum flexibility at a great price.

